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Well, on my way out, Hakim asked me a very good question and I said that it is a very good 

question. Suppose a painter wants to be a great, famous painter. What should that painter 

do to achieve the sublime, to become a genius painter in the Longinus sense of the world, 

according to Longinus? How can a painter become genius to achieve the sublime? 

To answer this question, I will give you a case from history. Let us take a real painter who 

lived during the Italian Renaissance. His name is Andrea del Sarto. Now.. he was 

considered  a great “maker” of flawless painter. A flawless painter means what ? 

 

He could see anything. Just show him anything and he would immediately paint it like a 

camera. Yes, like a camera. So just like a mirror. When you look at his paintings, you feel, 

you know this is a mirror to what I saw there. It is exactly the same like a camera. He 

captured objects like a camera. (all details, here, all details !)  

 

Right, so he painted everything flawlessly and exactly, but do you think, according to 

Longinus, he was achieving the sublime?  ( Maybe not ) 

-No, no, why ?  Because when you look at his paintings, you feel you are looking at the 

same thing. Right, I mean, where is imagination? (No imagination). 

Where is art ? No art. It is just like a camera. You take a picture, that’s it. This is exact 

replica; it is a copy. 

At the same time, he was a contemporary of Michelangelo. Michelangelo was also a 

contemporary of the Italian Renaissance. They were at the same time. 

 

Michelangelo became famous while Andrea del Sarto did not become famous. And the 

reason is because.... Michelangelo did not paint like a camera. He knows everything, No ! 

He used his own imagination. He changed things, lighting, darkness, shades and colors, 

right ? 

To make it... what? Sublime right. 

Because he knows, Michelangelo and every painter know that when you look at nature as 

it is, you don’t feel it sublime. But when you look at painting itself, you’ll feel it sublime. 
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So this is a difference between Andrea del Sarto and Michelangelo. You see what I mean ?  

So it is not just... being a great in imitation. Because who was a great imitator? Of course, 

Del Sarto was an imitator. But Michelangelo, he was a creator...not an imitator. 

He used his own imagination to produce art. What Del Sartos was doing was just 

generating a copy, right? Generating copies. 

 

A very good question and a very good answer. ( The students laughing, agreeing with the 

professor).   Right? Thank you very much, thanks a lot. Thank you, great. 

 

Now, students.. we are going to move to a poem written in the 19th Century ( to be specific, 

1832 Alfred Lord Tennyson, the Victorian poet of a very good poem “ The lady of Shallot.” 

 

The poem is about a lady who is called ‘’The lady of Shallot.” 

This lady is living in an isolated place. Like a tower, like a mansion alone...nobody is living 

with her. She is living alone and she is a very beautiful lady. She has a talent. She has a gift.  

She weaves tapestry, clothes and fabrics... she is working.. and she has this talent of 

reproducing everything. Right like she looks at somebody outside and she weaves the 

same image on fabric...on a piece of cloth. But there is a curse on her life. We do not know 

how this curse came to be. We do not know who placed that curse on her life.  

But the curse on her life is to stay there in that tower until the very last moment of her life, 

until her death... and to stay there and never to look outside of the window. That is the 

curse.. 

Because if she looks outside of the window, the curse will fall on her. 

In order to prevent this curse from falling upon her, she should not...she stays there and 

not look outside of the window. But she has a big mirror and she places the mirror so that 

she can look at the reflections of what is outside of the window in the mirror. So she does 

not  really see the outside world actually directly... and she weaves whatever she sees. 
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And she sees many things.. beautiful things... people passing by, horses, animals, children, 

birds, trees and everything.... and one day, there was this knight in shining armor... a very 

handsome knight.  He was on a horseback passing by. Very handsome and very beautiful 

voice  

While singing....with his charming voice. She fell in love with him immediately at first sight 

and she decided to do what .... ?  

- To look directly at him! So she left the mirror, walked up to the window and looked 

outside for the first time. As soon as she looked outside, the mirror broke into 

pieces! And of course what happened here... is the curse, the curse... right is being 

fulfilled, because she broke the rule. The curse fell upon her. She knew, she knew... 

that she is going to die or something terror will happen to her. So she decided to 

leave the place.... “anyway I am gonna die. Alright! I will die..Why am I staying 

here? Let me... let me go and meet this knight before I die, alright ? These are 

my last moments. I am not going to spend them here. I want to spend them 

with that knight...” Thank you very much! 

 

She left the tower and she took a boat.. and she wrote her name on the bow of the boat. 

She wrote “The Lady of Shallot”. She wrote this where? On the boat. And she sat in the 

boat and started going to where the knight was. The knight was going to Camelot... to the 

palace. Called Camelot... she went there... and on the way, she was singing... but she 

was... she didn’t have the chance to meet him, because on the way, she died! She died 

while she was singing in the boat. Well, anyway the boat reached palace.. Camelot... and 

everybody saw this beautiful lady on this boat and “ Lady of Shallot “ these words 

inscribed on the boat. So everybody went down!  The dance was interrupted...the songs 

were interrupted. Everybody stopped dancing..and everybody went out to see the river... 

to see this beautiful girl.. and dead of course... and one of them was the prince sir Lancelot 

himself. He saw here and of course, he did not recognize her.  He didn’t even know her. He 

only felt sorry for her.. yeah  

She is very charming, very beautiful. Right I am sorry (The students laughing). 

He does not know that she sacrificed her life for him; right... does he know that? No. For 

him. 
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Just a beautiful lady and a beautiful boat... Did. Anyway, he went back to his dancing and 

singing. Anyway... right...ok so that’s the end of the poem. Very easy... it is east for reading. 

It is not a difficult poem. Of course, romantic and nice and it is all about sacrifice. Yes, 

great. 

That’s it. What we have to do now is to apply, for here is, to this little nice poem. I am 

saying nice so that to encourage you. Alright? To apply...  

 

So let’s look at it from the Platonic point of view.. like if you are following Plato, you should 

search for what ?  for a religious moral point of view... 

 not necessarily religious  but moral. Because all religion is about ethics and morality.  

So what’s the moral lesson of it? Do you think sacrifice.... like what is... if you were Platonic, 

you would read this poem and you say .. no, don’t read it! But let’s read it and find 

something religious about it. So what’s the moral le... there is some advice. There must be 

some advice.  

 

( A student asking Sensei ) : she was all time looking from the window....mirror..when she 

saw the man, she...(sorry I couldn’t understand what the student said..)  

Sensei : What happened to her when she saw him ?  

 

A student :  She fell in love with him.. she forgot that she’ll die when she looks from the 

window....  

 

Sensei : She falls in love before or after she looked at him? Because we know....  

 

A student : so.... a reflection of him.  
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Sensei : Yes, she needed her heart started beating. So she went up to the window and 

looked at him directly. What happened to her?  ... she died. 

 

So don’t fall in love... Yeeees.  

 

There’s something... you remember love... what’s the seat of love? 

The mind or the heart ? Heart... right. 

What does Plato say about the heart ? 

Bad... feelings. Poetry arouses feelings. Right yeah. It is not reason... it is not intellect. So 

she fell in love... and she died because of that she deserves it. Right? This is what Plato 

says.  

She deserves it, because she followed her heart. So don’t .... this is the advice.. this is the 

moral lesson. “Don’t Follow Your Heart.”  

Your mind said there is a curse. Your mind said there is a curse on your life... and it is very 

dangerous. You might pay your life as a price of it. That’s what your mind said. 

Until her heart.... she let her heart control her mind.. and this is.. this was her punishment.  

This is the end. She deserves it.   

 

A student : Why would it be a sin ?  

Sensei : To follow love ?  

A student : No. to follow her feelings!  

 

Sensei : To follow your feelings... because if you follow your feelings, feelings will cloud 

your judgement, will make you.... will confuse you. Feelings are negative according to... of 

course that is not mind.... when you say.. why ? I am Plato now.  
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Feelings block your mind, your reasoning, your judgement.. your wisdom. You know...you 

shouldn’t always follow your heart. So according ... according to Plato, this poem has.. has 

a moral lesson, and has poetic justice. That she deserves what she got... actually she got  

what she deserves.  

 

Right.. aah. Yes.  

 

And what was she doing?  What was she doing?  

Weaving !  Imitation.... did anybody..? 

Imitation.. very good.. imitation is very bad. She was actually imitating a reflection or 

shadows of the outside world, which is interned in imitation. 

 

And .. Did anybody make use of those clothes she was weaving?  Did anybody wear them? 

Did anybody use them, see them? 

 

No, she was just weaving and throwing them away... wasting her time. This is, what she 

was doing and what she was producing .. was not ( practical ) you remember ?  

Practical... things and life.. poetry should be practical. Poetry is not practical here. 

So she deserves what ... she just wasted her life. You will say ok, but what about the curse?  

 

You will tell Plato, what about the curse?! She doesn’t have a choice. She had...there is a 

curse on her life. So the Platonic interpretation of the poem would ignore the curse... and 

you will see.. you will notice something about literary theory that every theory focuses 

on something and ignores other things. Right ? Every theory, every critic, every 

theorist focuses on something and ignores other things.  

So yeah, what curse? I don’t know. Probably, Plato would say maybe the curse.. who 

knows why the curse was put on her life?  
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Probably because she was lazy? Right, and then somebody put.. a witch put a curse on her 

life. Of course she deserves it. She deserves it. Alright.  That’s the moral lesson.  

Do not follow the dictates of your heart.  Because this is what’s going to happen to you. Do 

not waste your time idly. Just create... Don’t imitate.  Do something practical with your life. 

 

So this is the Platonic point of view.  Let’s move on to the Aristotelian points of view. The 

Cathartic. That was the didactic aspect of the poem. Now let’s move to the cathartic aspect 

of the poem.  According to Aristotle, now I am Aristotle reading this poem. What do I see in 

this poem as Aristotle?  

 

 

I am searching for what? For Catharsis, which means I am searching for negative feelings 

which the poem creates. Usually, we say pity and fear. Is there pity? Do you feel pity ?   

Yes, yes. Because she died. She sacrificed herself. She was beautiful and she got nothing 

out of her life. So she is a victim of a curse. Right ? She is a victim of a curse. And she didn’t 

even get anything in return. .. and nobody even recognized her. Nobody knew her. Even 

the knight, Sir Lancelot, who she died for, could not recognize her... and went back to his 

normal life.  

So we feel pity for her. Do we feel fear ? Do we feel fear? Yes. “Curse” the word “ curse”  

When the mirror breaks shatters and death... there’s death and also the idea that oh my 

God, I mean there are.. there is magic. Black magic maybe. Alright ? So there is some kind 

of fear in the poem. Right yeah... 

 

So when we feel this pity and when we feel this fear... when we feel all these negative 

feelings, we get rid of.. we feel purified. After we read this poem, you say “ ha, let me have 

a cup of coffee now.  I feel relaxed. Ah, thank God. Neither Sir Lancelot, nor the lady of 

Shallot. Am I right ? Yeah. I am away... I am just a reader. Right ? ok so this is how you feel. 

It purges you. it cleanses you.  Great... this is Aristotle.  
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How about Horace?  According to Horace, this poem must teach and please. Teach ? yes it 

has a moral lesson, which is the same moral lesson. He agrees with Plato, ok. But also it 

has aesthetic value...also pleases..so what do you search for? If I say what does Horace 

think about this ? --------- 

 

You will start searching for aesthetic aspects. What pleases you ? Something nice, beautiful 

pleases you? So nice imagery? Nice scenes ? Beautiful music? Right? Oh, how does that 

happen ? through what ? through the images which the poem creates. The beautiful 

scenes, the beautiful imagery.  A. L. Tennyson is very powerful when he uses imagery, 

when he describes nature outside the tower, when he describes the embroidery of what 

she is weaving, when he describes the knight, when he describes her... her beauty, when 

he describes the boat, when he describes the river. These are very beautiful, nice images 

and nice scenes.  

And also the music of the poem and sound devices, the rhyme, the rhythm.. like the use of 

alliteration. For example, when he says this stanza is very nice, aesthetically speaking... 

 

“Four gray walls, and four gray towers”  we see four and four. There is balance 

and symmetry... there is juxtaposition. Tennyson is very good in language. So the 

language is really beautiful. The language of the poem is really beautiful. Some 

lines... when you read the poem, there are some lines that stick in your head.. you 

cannot forget them.  

Because they are very beautiful. So this is pleasing, aesthetic.. this is pleasing. So 

Tennyson is giving you this moral lesson through this beautiful language. Again, this 

is what Horace says. 

 

What about Longinus? 

What does he say?  

He searches for what in the poem?  
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I am Longinus. I am searching.. Where is what? Where is the sublime in this poem? 

Right? 

I am searching for the sublime. Where is the sublime?  So I cannot expect the entire 

poem to be sublime... no never... But I am searching for the stanzas or lines which 

are... when I get... aaaaah. This is a great feeling. Right ? I don’t know. Have you read 

the poem? Did you feel this sublime? Did you get goose bumps when you read the 

poem? Yeah, I don’t know. But, anyway, there are some lines... They’re very nice, 

very powerful...you want to read them again and again. For me, there are two ... 

personally; I told you it is a matter of thinking. It is personal. I might give you one 

stanza. You might give me another stanza. We might never agree on which stanza is 

sublime. But for me, there are 2 stanzas which are really sublime, really sublime. 

And it’s ... there are four parts actually in the poem. There is the stanza where she 

dies. That’s really nice. When she dies in the boat, he says “she dies in her song” he 

doesn’t say she dies in her boat. She dies in her song!  

 

Oh my God, that’s, that’s really poetry. That’s actually ... sublime is mostly syntax and 

figures of speech... and great fiction. Anyway, and the idea of her dying in a boat.. 

that’s really.. I mean... it moves you right? It moves you... so this stanza where she 

dies...and there is the other stanza where she walks three paces to the window and 

the mirror breaks shatters... cracks he says cracks ... oh yeaaah. So notice she walks 

three paces to the window. Why 3 paces ? The window is closed and the number 3. 

Number 3 right? 

That’s a holy number. That’s a religious number. Right? 

Anyway, so 3 ... in what ? It is her, the knight and the mirror. Right ? 

Her, knight and the mirror. It was just like 3 and the mirror was standing between 

them ....trying to break down all barriers and the language there in that stanza was 

very very powerful. So for me, personally, I think these 2 stanzas of the poem are 

sublime. Let me borrow a phrase from Horace, not from Longinus. I will borrow a 

phrase from Horace and apply it to Longinus. It is called “Purple passage” “ Purple 

Passage.”  
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We call it” Purple Passage” or “Purple Patch” both are the same. ---- 

So a purple patch is ... we use it today. A purple patch is a part of any artistic work,,, 

of a poem, a novel, a movie, a song, which gives you this feeling of the sublime. We 

call it “Purple Patch” today. Longinus called it “ Purple Passage”  and we call it “ 

Purple Patch” today.  

 

Great, so these are four interpretations of the same poem. “The lady of Shallot” in 

terms of Plato’s theory, Aristotle’s theory, Horace’s theory and Longinus’s theory. 

 

You can study this poem from the didactic point of view, from the cathartic point of 

view, from the instructive and aesthetic point of view, and from the subliminal point 

of view. Right? 

 

How many theorists have we covered so far ? 

4 theorists. Thank you very much students. Thanks for coming and see you next 

week.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


